15th Annual BCC Film & Video Festival
Premiered 13 Student Films in Midtown Manhattan
Students in the BCC Media Technology and Film Society Clubs along with The Media Technology Program of
the Communications Arts and Science Department were working late hours to complete their films for the Fifteenth
Annual BCC Film and Video Festival, which took place on Thursday, June 12th, at Cablevision's Clearview 62nd Street
Cinema in New York City.
This was the night when the five-minute original movies that they have been working on this semester were shown i.n
a movie theater and their names were outside on the marquee. Motion picture, television representatives, and potential
employers were in the theater that night, checking out talented filmmakers to watch, provide scholarships to, and maybe
hire.
The 2008 Eastman Kodak Student Filmmaker Awards were presented by Steve Garfinkel , Kodak's Regional
Account Manager for U.S. East Coast Feature Films, to:
FIRST PRIZE / $800
Mary Borrelio. Director
EVE'S APPLES

SECOND PRIZE / $600
Arthur Jones, Director
THIEVES

TIDRO PRIZE / $400
lenniffer Dominguez~ Director
THE ART OF COMEDY

FOURTH PRIZE / $200
Mark Scott, Director
SELF IMPOSED

"This was the most exhilarating night of my life. My accomplishment matched my expectations," says Arthur Jones, a
media technology major, who was the second place prizewinner in this year's competition. "I was also a Media
Technology Perkins Tutor this semester and I am so glad that I was able to help other students complete their projects for
the festival."
"There's incredible excitement," said Ms. Jenniffer Dominguez, a senior Media Technology Program student who
recently was chosen as one of the 20 finalists out of 180 entries in the United States Super 8 Film and Digital Video
Festival at Rutgers University. " For months, all of the students in the class have struggled to complete assignments for
regular academic classes, somehow keep their jobs and maintain responsibilities of supporting families, and while putting
finishing touches on their five minute films. It's a real world deadline environment, exerting the pressures similar to deadlines experienced by filmmakers at major movie studios."
Continued on page 3

SGA President Urges
Cooperation to "Make
History"
Before I introduce myself, please allow me to
extend to you my warmest of welcomes to Bronx
Community College! Whether you are a new addition to our
family or one of our elite continuing scholars, I am personally grateful to see that you all have chosen this institution of
higher learning as the place to pursue your academic
endeavors. I hope that each and every one of you finds the
success that you came in hopes of achieving. I hope that you
pursue this opportunity with the mentality that seeks learning and growth every day of your tenure here because only
the pursuit of learning can cultivate the growth that comes
with it and, in an educational institution, only learning can
equal success.
My name is Kareem Morales, and I am the new
Student Government Association President. I am your president and I , along with 14 of some of the strongest minds in
student leadership ever to walk the halls of this great college, make up your full student government representation.
We are here to 's erve you ,a nd we are honored for the opportunity to do so. To briefly touch base on what that means,
we are a government made up of students. We ~perate like
any other parliamentary government, applying the basic
principles of democracy to equally represent all opinions
and ideas of the governing body. Such principles of equal
representation for all are also the cornerstones of how we
will represent you, the student. We serve you through a
variety of ways, whether it's through our service and voting
power on committees that are instrumental in changes made
in every facet of the college or by planning various events
throughout the year that will promote fun, education, learning, and growth. We serve as your liaisons to the faculty
here on campus, as well as throughout the CUNY system in addition to city, and state legislators. We collaborate with
these entities in order to make sure that we always have the
best for you. We are your voice when no one else can speak
for you, when no one else will speak for you . We will
always fight for you!
My journey to this point is one that has involved
many mistakes and has taught me' many lessons about the
, way the campus works and I will teach you whenever I can.
I am here to help educate you and the door to good guidance
will always be open to you. I hope to learn many more les-

sons from you and through learning together; we can create
an environment that will be conducive to only the highest
standard of excellence. Together, we can make history!
I believe in this and I believe in each of you•.students of Bronx Community College. I believe that we can
make the changes needed in order to put this college on the
map. Only then can we truly rise together and stake claim
the education that is rightfully ours and the respect that we
so richly deserve because through our unified pursuit of that
excellence. we have truly demanded it from ourselves,

earning ourselves the right to demand it from everyone else!
Together, we have seized it. If the old saying is true and you
are never promised tomorrow, then the only day we have is
today. And the only time that we are promised is now. Let's
not waste another year mumbling under our breath while
numerous things are once again left undone. This can be the
year that our voices rise above the clouds of separation and
unite us under the clarity of unified vision. Let us be the
class that begins this movement and let us change this
school forever!
We need your help, Bronx Community College.
Without your assistance, no real change will ever be possible. The only way to truly succeed is together. So I ask you,
how much are you willing to give to that cause and see
those desired changes come to life? This year will answer
that question once and for all. I look forward to finding out
with you.

Our Time is NOW!
Yours Truly, Your Student Government President
Kareem Morales
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Fury Fire Ball
By Lismarie Echev~a

Throughout history many cultures came and went. People developed new ways of thinking,
. new religions, and even new ways of doing things. For humans, their goals have changed. I have been' .
around for two decade/! and was able to see a few changes. While I was, growing up, I experienced the
forthcoming of computers, the fall of the Twin Towers .and Ii few ot!J.er events that occurred.during mytime. However, 'one thing that has always been my culture since before I could even walk is my battle
with the sun. She assaults me every morning.
,
A bright light drags me out of my sleep; pushing my eyelids to compress closer together to
escape from the evil fireball whose rays attack my face so violently. I try' to tum my face away yet the
radiation follows me with a vengeance. I push my face deeper into my pillow. Now I feel
if I ani dying
.f rom lack of oxygen. I feel myself about to faint. That IJiay not -be such a bad idea. At least she won't
.bother me anymore. I can not take it ~y longer, so I tum to my side.
Now she is bothering me agam, so I push the .blanket over my head. I sure beat her this time.
No but wait, now I feel so danui hot. Salty discharges start to appear all over my body, my shirt starts to
get_~et, I feel my breathing getting harder, and I start to feel so thirsty, I begin moving aroUnd under my
cove~. By now my hair is drenched. I lay down on my stomach III!d my face ·s~ to stick to the pillow. I
can not take it anymore, so I pull the covers off my face in one quick motion. Thank goodness I can
breathe again.
.
Now I am back to the sam~problem. I don't understand. why she is so upset with me. Every
time she sees,me he harasses me. When I try to ignore her,she beams outrageous ultraviolet rays at me. I
was so burned that my skin was peeling off. My face was so fed that llooked ,l ike a giant walking pimple. She won that battle, but fm not letting her win this time.
'
'
, My face feels all different types of enraged gestures falling upon it. My face feels so hOS¥1Y
lips so dry, and my hait is still wet. Yet, now the sweat that was on my forehead is starting to dry up.
After a while iny forehead beginS: to feel as if it is burning. I can fry an egg on my forehead and eat break~in~
.
'
' .
.'
.
I constrict my eyelids so tightly that a teardrop -runs <lown my check, but it-does not make it far;
On the way down the file beast disintegrates it. Only a memory is left of something that once was. Now
he stDkes .me more and mor:e. ~y eyes give up and open. Fine you win this time. but at least I lasted
longer: Ilasted a Whole five minutes; now I need water!
.
I do thls routine every morning; I tried everything to get away from the sun, yet she always finds
a way to 'push her way through. I bought shades and put the~ on my windpws;'but it d,idnot work. Then I
put my covers over the shades, but I get cold at night, so Itook them off. I even moved my bed, but the
sun followed me and
more vicious than ever. 1 think I got it furious. ID. ,a ;way ids ,good that tbe S\jn '0 "
bothers me every morning, because it gets me to go to school, so I guess I am glad to get .h is daily visit.
Shhh! I would much rather keep that a secret.
'

as

was

Hispanic He~itag~Month Photo
. Contest
ORicl•• Rules '

CUNY Offers Students 2009
Interses,lon ' StudY~Abroad ,
,
Opportunities
BCC stu~ents have had great succ:ess ,In
applying for CUNY ftudy-abroad programs
and In ..-Ivlng STOCS grants that provide
financial support for these ende8vor8.
In Summer 2008, BCC students studied
business In Shanghai, China, -and 8dvanc8d
italian In Bologna, Italy
pictures on
,
page 14).
~

<_

For mora Information about CUNY studyabroad programs, please _
the Information on pages- 5 and 6. If you have any
questions, you can contact the National
Center for Educational Alliances at
718.289.5165 as soon as possible. Plesse
note: The application for STOCS award. for
study abroad Is Friday, October 3, 2008.

1. HOW TO ENTER: COntest is open to all students registered at BCC for the' fall 2008 semester. Students may
enter the contest by submitting an original photo ('entry') 'depicting a Hispenic theine. For 85cample, images illustrating cultural traditions like language, music, art, food, beliefs and values that are unique to Hispanic Culture:
Entries will t:Je accepted from Monday, September 15, 2008 through Tuesday, 'October 1-4, 2008; The photo must
be 4" x 6 " In color or black and white. The beck of tile photo should Include the studenfs
IItudenfs address,
BCC 10 number (7 digit # at the top right of your Bursar's r~ipt), telephone {lUmber and e-mail addre!ls. Do not
write on the image itself (the front of the photo).lhe Infonnatlon submitted will be used Iiolely for the purposes of Identifying registered stUdents and notifying winners.
.
.

name,

Students may-enter a.DIY

ona photo" Phatot will nOt be returned.

I

2. PRIZESlJU~ING: One First Prize ($200), one Second Prize ($100) and one thlrcfprize ($75). (Awards are in
he form of a check, to the stUdent). Odds of winnjng depend on total number of eligible entries received.
Entries will be judged based on the following two criteria, weighted equally:
,
• Creativity
• Effectiveness in conveying the Hispanic tleritage theme
Judging to determine winning students will be conducted by Bronx Community College studElnts, faculty and staff '
on Thursday, October 16th in the Meister Hall lobby.
solely on creativiIn the event of a tie, tied entries will be re-judged by the Student Government Associati~n
ty. Winners will be notified by mail, e-mail or telephone on c;lr about Monday, October 20th 2008. Prizes are not
transferable; no substitutions are allowed. All student winners wilrhave to provide valid photo Identification in order
. to claim their ·prize/check.

based

.

~

3. GENE':tAL: All entries must be the sole, original work of the entering student:
4. ELIGIBILITY: Contest is open to all students registered at !;SCC duong the fall 2008 semester.
5. SPONSPR: This contest is_sponsored-by the OffIce of Student Life and Is funded by Student Activity Fees.

Bce OFFICE OF STUDENT UFE
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Many of the BCC media technology editors
work as Perkins tutors as they assist their fellow student
Employers in the film and television industry - which is
filmmakers. They include Robby Soman, Arthur Jones
, a $100 billion industry in New York - are always on the
and Fernando Gil. Eavesdrop on the student filmmakers
lookout for new talent. For one glorious evening both
and editors, and you can hear them discuss a range of
students and industry leaders are together in one room, to
film terms from the filmmaker's glossary that they have
discuss and view student projects.
studied with Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, director of the
"This pressure d experience that the Bronx
Media Technology Program. Some of the terms disCommunity College Media Technology program puts
cussed include, dynamic cutting, mi se-en-scene, familiar
students through," states Arthur Jones, " helps each stuimage, slow disclosure, and separation.
dent find out whether they like becoming a filmmaker or
''The film s that were presented at this year's
not. You work with a camera, a tripod, actors, and
film festival are as varied as the students that created
sophisticated Avid Editing Software. Filmmaking and
them. Showing films is as important as making them ,"
televi sion are a collaboration between art and money and
said Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky. "Audience feedback is
we have to make that process happen for our miniinvaluable in developing a clear sense of what one wants
movies," he adds.
to do as a film and video artist."
Robby Soman, a BCC Media Technology gradThe annual Film & Video Festival creates an
uate a nd a recent graduate from Brooklyn College's
exciting atmosphere for students to show off their work
Radio a nd Television Program a lso worked o n director
and a group of film industry representatives to see it.
Ron Howard's A Beautiful Mind when it was partially
Special thanks to Dr. Debra Gonsher, chair of the
filmed on the BCC campu·s. He serves as a Perkins
Communications Arts & Sciences Department for her
College lUtor. " I directed a short fitm when 1 was a sencontinued support for this year's festival. The festival
ior student in the Media Technology Program and it is
would not be possible without her leaders hip and guidvery exciting to see students continue to produce outance, said Professor Wisotsky.
standing s hort projects on shoe string budgets," Mr.
Production executives from the Eastman
Soman said.
Kodak Company, Cablevision's Clearview Cinema, Avid
(1st row left to right) Or. Debra Gonsh~r, Professor
Students who screened their projects at
Technology, The Independent Film Channel, Panavision,
Jeffrey wisotsky, faculty, staff. student honorees. sponClearview Cinema were Arthur Jones, Mark Scott,
and many other companies were on hand to screen the
sors-and ,others pose for' a photo under the
Yessenia Santana, Jenniffer Dominguez, Dozzia S.
films and present awards.
Clearview Cinema marCluee.
Mantock, Anatoliy Budnitskiy, Peter Espinal, Michael
Last, but not least, the BCC Film & Video
were colleagues and editors of THE OBSERVATION
Davis, Gianluis Rosado, Rocco Felder, Joel Martinez,
Festival was also the setting for the Sixth Annual
POST while students at The City College of New York.
Shawn Alexandre and Mary Borrello. They are securing
Peter J . Rondinone Memorial Awards. Professor
The 2008 Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Award Winners
valuable editing time to seamlessly build their final
Rondinone had his first teaching assignment in the BCC
were: Mary Borrello, Anatoliy Budnitskiy, Michael
music, effects and voice tracks, employing many of the
English Department. He died at the age of 48, five years
Davis, Rocco Felder, Arthur Jones and Dozzia S.
techniques and concepts that they h ave been learning all
ago. The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were
Mantock.
semester. The young filmmakers utilize many of the
established by the Media Technology Program to recogThe $500 AVID TECHNOLOGY Award was
techniques discussed in the many films they studied last
nize students who have demonstrated the capability to
presented to Media Technology student, Arthur Jones,
semester in their " History and Theory of Film" class by
make a positive difference at Bronx Community College
for excellence in Television Non-Linear Editing. The
award was presented by Mr. Paul Brack from AVID
Technology.
The Media Technology Program at Bronx
Community College prepares students for entry-level
employment in production s upport and selected technical
areas of video, film and associated media production.
The first-year s tudents' content includes exposure to the
entire production process. Students are taught by industry professionals who provide extensive hands-on
instruction. In the second year, students perform in various crew pOSitions on actual production projects.
Graduates may find employment as entry-level crew
and/or production assistants in feature and short films,
commercials, and industrial, e ducational, and doc umentary productions or employment in post-production houses for video and film'. Other students go on to receive
BA or BFA degrees at a four-year college.
One Of the fastest growing fields today is media
technology. The entertainment field-broadcasting, television and films-is only a small part of the possibilities for
trained media specialists. M ajor corporations, government agencies, businesses, hospitals and educational
institutions use media to train, educate and communicate
information,
'
The Clearview Cinema screening on June 12th
was by invitation only, said Professor Wisotsky, but a
The 2008 p'e ter J. R.ondinone Memorial Screenwriting Awards are presented to (left to
larger film festival with screenings open to the public
right): Arthur Jones, MiChael Davis, Anatoliy Budnitskiy, Mary Borrello, Dean Nadine
will take place during the Fall 2008 semester. For further
Posner, Dr; Debra Gonsher; President Carolyn G. Willh;tms, Prof~s~or Jeffrey Wisotsky,
information about Bronx Community College's Media
Michael. Arena,
Roq:o Felder, and
Dozzia
S. Mantock at Clear:view Cinema.
'~'
.
,...;;:" .
.,i.
I- "\'
Technology Program, please call (7 18) 289-5572.
such great filmmakers as Ingmar Be rgman, Federico
Fellini, Yasujiro Ozu, John Singleton, Linda Wertmuller,
Jean-Luc Goddard, Jim Jarmusch , and Spike Lee.

and their community. This year's awards presenter was
Michael Arena, CUNY University Director of
Communications and Marketing. Michael and Peter
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• Have completed at·least 12 degree credits, but have no more than 35 prior to submitting the required application
• Submit -a recommendation from a memlJer of the Bee facuRy
• Provide a_brief statement of at least 250, b..t no more
than 300 words, detailing campus and
community leadership plans
• Please Note: In certain cases, the program qualifications
may be waived if the student is already involved .
in a campus leadership program.
.
Applications are available now and can be picked up
in the Student Life office, RBSe 102. Upon
request, an application can also be sent to
you via the mail or by email. If you need
additional information, please stop by
our office in RBSe 102 or call us
at 718-289-5194.
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WINTER .2rX,W.Q9CUNY STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS ELIGIBLE FOR STOCS SCHOLARSHIPS
LISTED AJ.PHABETICALI.Y BY DESTINATION
AR(','E,'VTI/\'A

BdRBl/PA

Oceanograpby in Argentina
Loca.tion: I' ..tar del Plata, Argentina
Sponsor:

Ifunter

Dates :

December 27. 2008 January 24. 200<)

Credits:
Cost:

3
$1.700 plus tui(ioll. a irfare.
and meals
Ms. Eli7.abeth Sachs
2 12-772-4569

COlHact:

Barbuda Archaeological field School
Location: Codringlon . Barbuda
Sponsor: Brooklyn
Dales:
January :) . 26, 2009
Credits:
3
Cost :
$5.480 (includes air filre.
tuition. and housing)
Conlac·(:
Dr. Sophhl Perdikaris
718·95 1-4 192
sop l~i ap(d!brooklyn.cllny.cdu

e li zabeth . sachS(y'~

hunter.cuny .edu

Sponsor:

Hunter

Dates:

December 27.2008·

January 24, 2009
Credits:
Cost:

Comac\:

3
$ 1.660 plus tuition. airf:.lre.
and meals
M :;:. r:: lll'Albcth Sachs
212-772A569
eI iz.a bclh.sachSllY
hunter.cuny.edu

ENGLA/VD

Introduction to Mandarin and
Business in Chi~a
Location: Shanghai. China
Spou":ior: College of St;:ttcn Island
Dales:
Decelnber 27. 2008 January 25. 2009
Credits:
6
Cost:
$3.095 - 3.570
Contact: Mr. Russell Davis
7 18-982-21 00
study AB(~I~.ma i Lcsi .cuny .edu

Contemporary British Drama
Location: Lonuon, England
Dates:
17,2009
Credits:
Cost:
Contact:

Hunter
December 27,2008 - January

$1.700 plus tuition. airfare,
and meals
~·1s. Elizabeth Sachs
212-772-4569
e lj 7.abeth.sachsC!:l~

hunter .cun)' .edu
~~""'!...~Jlli!.tsJ."~!'<1J!J.Y,~9U/~q~~~!!..\lmWJ:QJ!.q

Bahian Histon' and Culture
Location: Sa l v~dor. Bmzil
Sponsor: Hunter
Dates:
January 3 . 23, 2009
Credits:
6
Cost:
$1.300 plus tuition. airfare.
and meals
Contact:
Ms_ Elizabeth Sachs
212· 772-4569
elizabeth.sachs@;
hunter.cunY.e-du

~~l!.llnLer &!!nl.ed~/edy'gl iOllahrQilit

EC{!dPOR
Spanish Language and Culture
Location : Gl1::tyaquiL Ecuador
Sponsor: College of Staten Island
Dates:
December 26, 2008 .January 26. 2009
Credits:
7
Cost:
$3.280
Contact:
Ms. Deborah St~ngle
718-982-2 100
studyAB(~.mail.csi.cuny· . edu

~~.~~'.!Yll!:!!Jl~'~£JJJ1Y,"~~.!V~9J.!.,,"-~~j9JH!.hIt!~.Q

Art. Literature and Politics in
Argentina and U ruguay
Localion : Buenos Aires and
Montc ..~ ideo. Argentiml and Uruguay
Sponsor: Brooklyn
Date,;:
December 27, 2008 -January 21,2009
Credits:
6
Cost:
$3.620
Contact:
Dr. ~'l ark McMclcy
7IS-951.5000exl. 2816
mmcmeley(ci!
brooklyn .cuny .t!dll
blm;j{~u!~b:!l'pJ~.~C!',t..Q.['Q.Q~b:!L~llJu:.&qy.l;lrg

Sponsor:

~~L,,-'"'iL£m!Yc£.flt.!:~!m£r!lJljiQ!.1!'l

~nY:'~'r.:.Jum!..l;O[sJ,JJJY&qy~~Q1!..~;l~j911.<tQ.mli9

Spanish in Al'gentina
Location: Mar del Plata. Argentina

CH/lVA (continued)

Athens, Greece - Quest for Your IIha(,'a
Location: Athens. Greece
SponS(w: Queen~
D<ltes:
January 1 - 24, 2009
Credils:
3
Cost:
$3.396
COlllact: Mr. Gary Braglia
7 J 8-997-5521
g'If)' . hragl ia @~qc.cuny .ed u
}~~\.':\.'::..,ru:-,~!llu:..J~..t!!J.L'iH!cJj:1!.Q.!9jlJ:!

Be Study Abroad in Cbina
Location:
Sponsor:
DaIes:
Credits:
C05t:
Conlact:

Nanjing. China
Brooklyn
Decemher 28. 2008 -January 22. 2009
:3 to 7
$2.698 plus CUNY tuition
Dr. Shuming Lu
71R-951 -5225
s.humingl~i;\ brooklyn.cun)· .ed u

tum.jl:9.~PJb9..nL~..!?.r.9.Q!:;b::D-,.~.UIlYS.9J.!!~~::

Ovcne3..."i Honors .... rogram: Evolution ..
Ecolog,.v~ and Conscn"ation in Ecuador
and the Galapagos
Location: Quito. Ecuador and Galapagos
Sponsor: College of Staten Isla.nd
Dates:
January 2 - 23 . 2009
Credits:
3
Cost:
$5,085
Contact:
Ms. Cindy Siltier
718-982~2JOO

5t udyA B (~.! llla il.csi .cuny .edu
.~~,!:·&!5:L&!JJIT.&tiY.:'.i.!lLc?JJ .!.<!1.i.Q!H!.t

~l1Lngi

Study Abroad India : Documentary
Production and Cultural Studies
Location : .... arious cil!!!S. India
Sponsor: Brooklyn
Dates:
January I - 22, 2009
Credits:
) or 6
Cos!:
$3.300
Contac t: Dr. Annene Dallto
914-346·5008
anmialltocq::hotmail.co01

Y.J1UJ.Wi.YY_o;JSQIl!.~.1l!!!!1

~IIS lUdvlt~rqad.brookl ... n .edll/

india/\Ve

19!.1..l.1.£.Jm:ill

History or the Crusades· A Study Tour
in hrael
Location: Haifa. Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,
Israel
Sponsor: Queens
Dates:
January 3 - 25. 2009
Credits:
3
Cost:
S4.406
Contact: Mr. Gary Sraglia
718-997-5521
gary .bragliaifi?qc.cuny .cdu
.'!L~~~l.t;.$J,!.m::&Q!JL~ll~y~Qr..s.!..;.tQ

Ancient MedUerreanean CivUiZlUion
and Culture in Tuscanl.
Location: Tuscania. lI aly
Sponsor : Co llege of Sial en Island
Dates :
January I - 24. 2009
Credits:
3 or 6
Cost:·
$3.780 _. 4.925
Contact:
Ms. Cindy Sillier
7 18-982-2100
studyAS(fbmail.csi.cuny.edu

IT.... I. Y (cOIllinuedJ

Food. Culture. and Society in Italy
Location: Florence. haly
Sponsor: Queens
Dales:
January I - 24. 2009
Credits:
3
Cost:
SJ.186
Contact:
Mr. Gary Braglill
718-997-5521

ltalhlD Language in Tuscania
Location: Tu'Scania. 11aly
Sponsor: College of Staten bland
Dates:
January I - 24. 2009
Credits:
3 or 6
Cost;
$3,780 -· 4 ,925
Contac t: Ms. Cindy Sinler
718-982-2100
study A B {~~.l ma i l.csL~uny .cdu

studyAB@!majl.c~ i .cuny.edu

gary.bnlgtia(~qc.cllny.edll

~~.~'L'-Y-,~.§iSJ1.Q.Y.!.t;gi1.!.inter.J.li!li..QJ.H.!

y.':~"3Y...9£.,.!.<uD.):.,~Yl,.'iJy.!t..Y@IQ!H!

Daily Life in the Roman "'"orld
Localion: Florence and Rome, hnly
Sponsor:

Queens

Dates:

January I - 24. 2009

Credits:
Cost:
Contact:

3

Introduction to Digital Photography
Location: Florence. Italy
Sponso r: Queens
Dates:
January 1 - 24. 2009
Credits:

$4,186

COSl:

S3,186

Mr. Gary Braglia
718-997-5521
gary .bragl ia(l:~:qc .cun.y .edu

Cont~ct:

Mr. Gar)" Braglia
7 18-997-552 1
gary .bragl ia(~i{qc.cuIlY .ed n

)~~~q£.&J.!..r:u::-.~lli.§!"l.!9):~'pJJ!.4g

Italian Language and Culture

Syracuse. Ital y

Digital Photograph)' in Tuscania
Locatitln ; Tusc.a nia,lIa l.y
Sponsor: College of Staten Island
Dates:
January I - 24, 2009
Credits:
3 or 6
Cost:
$3.780 -- 4 .925
Contact:
Ms. Cindy Sittler
718-982-2100
studyABtii!mai l.csi.clIny.edu

Que~ns

~~~~~c2i&llD~~0nten.Jruinnal

}y~w.ru;. cUJ~ .edu.6.ll!.qy~llr.9J!Q

Dr8,,,·ing in Florence
Locat ion : Florence_ hal}
Sponsor: College of Slatcn Is land
Datcs:
January 1 . 24. 2009
Credit s:
3 or 6
Cost:
$4.115 4 ,995
Contact:
Ms. Cindy Sittler
718-982-i 100

lIalian Language in Florence
Location: Florence. Italy
Sponsor: College of Staten Island
Oates :
J::lI1l1ary I - 24. 2009
Cred its:
3 or 6
Cost:
$4.1 J 5 - 4 .995
Cont..,ct:
Ms. Cindy Sittler
7 18-982-2 100

Art and Archaeology of rhe Ancienr

t\'l editerranean

Conta~t;

11'AL}, (Collti"lIedJ

~::....~~~:-.qS,-cJ.!!))::..,~.g'y.:ijg~9.):"_~J!H.!~Q.

~'r'::~:...-.~.~isJ.!I}.Y&ill~/inlt;O!::I19.!.km.i-!!

LocOItion :
Spons or:
Dates:
CredilS:
Cost :

ITAL ... (,."mUi"uedJ

Art History in Florence
Location: florence. ltaly
Sponsor: College of Sta1en 'Is land
Dates:
January 1 - 24. 2009
Credits:
3 .or 6
Cost:
$4. 1 15 -- 4.995
Contact:- Ms. Cindy Sinler
718 -982-2100

Locatjon:
Sponsor:
Dates:
Credits:
Cost:
Contact:

Florence and Rome. haly
Queens
January I - 24 •. 2009
6
$4.186
rvtr. Gary Braglia
7 J 8-997-5521
gary. braglia@;·qc.cuny .cdu

January I - 23, 2009
3

S3.471
Mr. Gary Braglia
7 1H-997-552 1
gary .br.:tglia@qc.c uny .edu

Yi.,!~:....q';...:.~'!"!1!Y&~!lliiill!!b:9.QJQ1l-'.j

st lidyAB(~!-,mail.csi.cllny.edu

\.\'w\\""cSi.(,.Y~l/ in~lJu.ti.Q.lli!.t

stud)'AB(~jJmall.csi.cuny.edu

.!.'!:,.., '".... ,C:i.i..&ltlll:..edu/inlernationa I

~:"'~2~£;-;..i...:.nlilY.-~.4Y.aD..tS;ntllJiQD.!tJ

Italiaa Renais.... ance
Location;
Sponsor :
Dates:
Credits:
Cost:
and meals
ConlaCI:

Florence.llaly
Hunter
January 4 - 25, 2009
3
$1.540 plus tuition. airfare.
Ms. Elizabeth Sachs
2 J 2-772-4569
eliy.a bc{h.sachs (a~

hunter.cuny.ed~-

~.'!'!.l!.unter.cJ.lny.t,!d~uc®.2!ill.!2rrmQ

Italian Renaissance- Civilization and

Culture
Location: Florence, Italy
Sponsor: College o f Staten Is land
Dates:
January 1 - 24, 2009
Credits:

30r6

Cost:
Contact:

$4. 11 5 - 4.995
Ms. C indy Sinler
718-982-2100
Sl"udyAB(iljmai l.csi.c uny .edtl

}y1H'£.·cs i-'..9lOX.,-£Q..!J/ internatil1nill

i\1asterpi«es of Italian Literature
Location: Tuscania. Ital\!
Sponsor: Co llege of SI~len IshlOd
Dates:
.IanuaJ)' 1 - 24. 2009
Credits:
3 or 6
Cost:
$3 ~78 9 -- 4 ,925
Contact:
Ms. Cindy Siltier
718-982-2100
study AB(t!;Jl1ail.csi.cuuy .cdu

Continued on page 6
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ITA/., Y (continued)

JAPAN (cont;nued

UN/TED STATES

Meal Plaonin~ and Meal Management
in the Itallan Family

.Japan: Business

Ethnic Geography of' Hawaii
Loca tion : Oahu. Ha\\iaii

Location: Florence. Italy
Sponsor: Queens
Dates:
JanU31')' I - 24, 2009
Credits:
3
COSI:
$4. 186
Contact: Mr. Ciary Braglia
718-997 -5521
gnry.brnglia @ qc,cu lly.edu
~n~~g..aJlY....~lIL&1J.d vabw.Ji....9

Sponsol";

Queens

Dales:
Credit s:
Cost;

January I - 24. 2009
J
$3.595

Contnel :

Mr. Gal')' 8J"3g lia

Location: Tokyo, Japan
.

Sponsor:
Dates:
C redits:
Cost:

Hunter
December 28.2008 _.
January 20.2009
3
$J ,550 plus tuilion. airfare ,
and meals
Ms. Elizabeth Sachs
2 12-772-4569
e li 7.a bet h .S8chsfii.'

7 18-997-552 1
gary .bragl ia (£~ qc .c uny .edu
w\...·w .uc .c uny .edufstud'\:.a broad

Contact:

MOROCCO

~~:..'6:JJ!!!1j£1:..£J.!n)':"'~J·J~~<!y.~.ati..QO£I.P.r!t<W

hunter.cuny.ed;I'''-

Overseas Honors I'rogram:
Renaissance Florence. and the Creation
of Public Space
Location: Flor~n ce. Italy
Sponsor: Co llege of Staten Island
Dates:
Janua l) ' I - 24, 2009
Credits:
3
Cost:
$6.090
Contact: M :i. C indy Sittler
7 1&-982 -2 100
study A B(tYma i l .c~i.c uIl Y .cd u

CCNY Stud,,· Abroad in Morocco
Location: R~bal. 1\,1 orocco
Sponsor: C ity
Dates:
January 4 - 26. 2009
Credits :
4
Cost:
$4.600 plus CUNY tuition
Contnct: Dr. Marina Fernando
2 12 -650-5842
Inwferna ndo«(!lgmai l.coOl

\\.' \V"w.csj.cu.m::.:...~~®.9J!1!!

))~~~u nv .cdl l ! ~ud'iabroa d

A Look Ins id e the Japanese Film
Iddustr)'
l .oca tion : Tokyo. Japan
Spo nsor; Quee ns
J anuary 1 - 24, 2009
Da tes:
C red its:
3
('ost:
$3,5 95
C ontact : Mr. Gary Braglia
7 18-997-552 1
ga l)'. brngli<l @ qc .c uny.edu

Spanish L.anguage and C h 'iliT.ation
Location : Salamanca. Spain
Sponsor: Baruch
Dates:
. Jnnuary ~ - 23. 2009
Credits:
3 or 4
CO!;t:
up to' $3.408
Contact:
Dr. Ric hard Minen
646-3 12-2076
richard _ Illilh!n (~il
bamch.cuny.edu

~·m'L,-q~,J,a!1.11:...c;.wl~m:lYj!.Q[QlM!

h!1n.;.~ ~sJiJlJ!.~!J!~!J.m:..s;Q.u/cen le ~".f~~j

&n!illl".MlJJU::=.<.!I1IQ!!Q

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Conract pmgmm directors (listed under "Contact''')
for
more
information
and
for
program
appl ications.
Note: Program applications are separate/rom the
STOCS applicalioll.

Dates and prices are s ubject to change. "Cost"
inc ludes tuition, airfare. m o rn and board, and
prog ram fees unl ess otherwise specified.

The deadline ror the STOCS application Is
O<lober 3 , 2008.

All applicants must also comp lete a 2008-09
Federal Application for Financial Aid (FAFSA)
fo m) to be eligible for STOCS. We strongly
reco mmend applicants to fill out the FAFSA
o nline at \\,\,,'w fafsa .cd.gov.

Non-New York State Resident students should
contact program directors to verify any d ifferences
in program cosls.

To learn more. p lease visi':
www cum-'edy/..\ 'Iud''Q''rogd

The Tech Beat
Work Smarter, Not
Harder: Word
Processing ·Softwar e

of the markets leading computer operating systems, like
Windows, MacOS, Linux and the like. Designed to
compete with Microsoft Office, it copies both its look,
and feel to a sharp degree. I've even found that it can
read and write most of the file fonnats found in the older

By Arnold Call wood
A s many of you who care may know, Microsoft
released the latest incarnation of its popular word processing software package, Microsoft Office 2007 a few
months· ago. Some of you more tech savvy folks might
remember when it was called Office 12, back when it
was still going through its beta testing period . For those
of us less interested, the retail launch of Microsoft Office
2007 was overshadowed by the release of the new
Microsoft Vista computer operating system, so we just
might have missed caring. Microsoft Office comes in
several editions for home users, educators, and professional use varying in price from $109 to nearly $SOO,
depending on which edition you're seeking to get.
But let me get right down to the nitty-gritty
here. For many of you, I'm pretty sure that much money
isn't something that you'd be particularly eager to part
with, especially if the money wasn't easy for you to
come by. Moreover, with the numerous new functions
and features that Office now boasts, is it really a worthwhile inyestment for those of us who don't need, or use
it for more than typing up our reports, essays, papers, or
in my own case, newspaper articles. Well, luckily there
are low cost alternatives to consider in this particular situation. If you're looking for software that isn't as expensive, allows you to keep old files, as well as make new
ones, then here are a few choices to work with:
Open Office, developed by Sun Microsystems, is
a free office suite application that's available for several

OpellOffice.org 2.0
WOld Proce~sirtg, Sp,.e~sh~ Pres-entltti.qn. Oatab.uoe, PDf Cr~atlOn
Compatible with Mk:nKoh
ForM 10 download.

~

Offic:~"

and distrfbut~

Download today from

OpenOffice.org
and newer versions of MS office. Surprisingly enough,
even a few files that were too damaged for MS office to
open are opened by OpenOffice. The only down side on
that point is it can't open Word for Mac *.mcw files .
Other then that, given its price, and its incredible dexterity, it's the best alternative to start with.

If you're curious about the program and do
more than just write, Open Office does include many of
the other software functions that you've come to depend .
on from Microsoft Office, in addition to word processing. You can download it at http://www.openoffice.org/
any given day of the week, for free.
StarOffice, also made by Sun Microsystems , is
Open Offices' big brother with all the bells and whistles
Open Office m ay lack for the more sophisticated computer user and is considered to be Microsoft offices toughest
rival on the market to date. It has all that OpenOffice
has (0 offer and then some like extra fonts, templates,
sample documents, a large clip-art gallery, a thesaurus,
and a converter for Microsoft office VBA-Macros. The
only real downside is that it isn't available for MacOS X
or FreeBSD. ·Like any worthwhile program, it's available for download as a trial version at no cost to the user
at http://www.s un .com!software/star/staroffice/index.jsp
WordPerfect Office, developed by the Corel ·
Corporation, was once the most popular- word processing
program on the scene and Microsoft office's chief rival at
half the cost. Though the past few years have seen it
slip from its past position, it is still a powerful word processing suite in its own right and one to consider for this
review, and not just because it's priced significantly less
than Microsoft Office is. Fortunately, the weary shopper
in you can give this program a trial run for 30 days.
Though limited to the text, spreadsheets, and presentations functions , I'm sure that it'll cover the most crucial
needs a new user would need to evaluate if this word
processing package will meet their needs. It nicely
enough has the ability to make * .pdf and * .xml files,
which is nice for the trial software. You can get the trial
version of this program at http://www.corel.com!or
http://www.download.com!
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and Wel!Oome Back!!!

"

l\rtaintah1 a Health Body Weight.
IOverwei(lht and obesity 'are assqciated with heart disease,
type 2 diabetes. Short term ' dieting is not the '
'SlJlUlIU'" because .once your resume your "normal',' ,eating
g~in the ,weight lost pillS 10%. ,YolJr solution is to
or qo 'Cardi?Vascl,liar eX~rcise 30 'T.Iinutes every day.

I began to reflect as I walked through the University avenue entrance and said good morning to
Officer Blanco of Public Safety while showing my 1.0. card. I marveled at the clock tower which has
not shown the correct time since my rust visit here in 1999. As I continued I looked to my right to see
the baseball field and began to reminisce how I once dreamed of making it in professional baseball and
how I loved. the game and loved to watch our team play. I · looked at the joggers who run around the
admired their stamina, perserverance and commitment to this daily task which I know I could not do.
Opposite the field is our high school. It will be full of energy right after Labor Day' when public
begins. I love walking by listening to the kids talk loud, gather in clusters, and just stake out
for the upcoming school year. As I continued I saw my colleagues from Physical Plant
1~"rvlC"S and Public Safety and wondered what we would do without them as they keep the campus runsmoothly. Many o(the things they do are unseen but I knew that without them in place we would
total chaos. As I walked past Roscoe Brown Student Center I saw those individuals who go to the
lcaLfelteriia every morning for their daily breakfast and realized that we all are creatures of habit, buying the
meal every morning. I realized that this gives our internal world a sense of order being able to do
routine things daily.
I made my way up the long path through the quad and it brings a smile and a sense of peace to
as I looked out at the manicured grounds and see the flags hanging from the light poles representing
many countries our students, faculty and staff come from. Ahead is a marvel of a structure designed
the great Stanford White called the Oould Memorial Library. This 'Structure is a wonder and I attempt
think what Mr. White was thinking when he designed it and did he ever dreamed that it would still be
place, in tact, in all its splendor so many years later. As I approached the end of the Quad I looked for
car of the President knowing that she is an early ri ser and wondering what is on her
this day
keeps our sprawling campus running on all cylinders. At about this time r
Alice Fuller. We waved to each other like most mornings and I
her dedication to this campus having given more than 30 years of
As r approached the last leg of my journey, Colston Hall, r see my
colleagues Trevor and Layton and waved to them. They are individuals who I
have grown to respect because of their intelligence and their work ethic.
Seeing them in the morning& gives me a sense that everything is alright and
that r am moving right on time.
" Appreciate what you have instead of complaining about what
you don't have. Live life to the fullest! Don't sweat the small
~.••''''''''''' '!\'JI'~"iW'
stuff, everything is small stuff. Live in the now" . Many of
these sayings we have heard before but how many of us
listen. This summer I finally listened. Many wonand tragic things happened this summer, like
and r realize that r am aging and that
and only child is going off to college. I
to understand that I have not appreciated
life that my Lord and Savior has given me.
To all of you who are reading this article I
"Appreciate life to the fullest! " and I wish
the best this school year.
Mr. Marshall : Why can't I get to the Esystem? B.O.
B.O.: That is an excellent question. CUNY has made it mandatory for everyone to create a CUNY
password through the CUNY webs ite. Once you log-in to the CUNY Portal you will be signed on
the E-SIMS system. This will eliminate having to use an additional sign-on password.
would like to ask a question please email your question to Clifford.Marshall@bcc.cuny.edu and
in the subject line "Ask Mr: Marshall."

Join
The Communicator
Team!
See your name in print
Express your views
Put your finger on the pulse of the BBC community.
The Communicator is looking for
Writers, Graphic DeSigners, Photograp.hers, and
Advertising Representatives.
Use you writing and reporting skills.
Help design each month's issue of The Communicator.
Use your photography skills . • Sell advertising space.
Become part of our team.
Join The Communicator today.
Come to Colson 605 to fill out and application,
or call us at 718.289.5314 .
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NYPIRG
NEWS
Campus Advocacy Group
Says to Students,
"Get Involved!"

e n v iro nmenta l protection, and good government.
N Y PJRG h as always provide d th e c ha n nel to effect
c h a nge and thi s sem ester w e will conti nue to m obi li ze
the campu s o n issues impo rtant to s tude nts. During thi s
mon ume nta l e lect io n year, we w ill be work in g harde r
than ever to mo b ili ze th e s tude nts vote, mak ing s ure o u r
voice is heard . We w ill a lso organize a campa ig n to fig ht
the proposed CUNY fund ing c u ts that coul d lead to
increased tuiti o n . T he fig h t for g reater tinan c ia l a id fund-

So, stop by th e N YPIRG office in RBSC 3 I 2 , email us
a t bccn y pirg@yahoo.com , o r ca ll us at (7 18) 289-5409.
M a ke the most of your college experience ; supplement
you r academ ic career with in va luable experi e nces a nd
se lf- d eve lopment.

B y J a mi e Munro, NYPIRG -Proj e ct C oordinato r
Dear BCC C ampus,
NYPIRG , the N ew York P ubl ic Inte rest R esearch Group,
we lcomes everyon e bac k to the Fall 2008 sem este r! For
those of you un fa mili a r w ith us, NYPIRG is the sta te's
la rgest student-directed, n o npa rti san , n o t-for-profit , public inte rest advocacy o rgani zatio n . W e w ork o n socia l
j ustice issues s uc h as hig her educati o n afforda b ility, consunler pro tecti o n . e nviro nme nta l preservati o n , hunger
and h o m e less outreach , m ass trans it ( the S tra pha ng ers
Campa ig n ) a nd vo te r empowerme nt. Some examples of
o ur serv ices he re a t BCC incl ude:
C iv ics a nd s kill develo pme nt workS h o ps
A n intern ship p rog ra m
Coordinati o n o f stu d e nt invo lve rne nt a nd
re presenta tio n regarding
a fo re m entio ne d issues
S m a ll C lai m s Court Acti o n Center
Resources o n pas t a nd presen t p ublic a nd
s tude nt in te rest ·issues
In the past , NYPIRG' s B CC c h a pter h as take n ac tion on
a w ide range o f issues. L ast semester w e o rgani zed a
ba by s h o w e r fo r Rosalie H a ll , a s he lte r tha t ho u ses pregna nt teen age g irl s , a nd me t w ith several B ro n x legis lato rs regard in g M ayor B loom berg's p roposed (and defeated ) b udget c uts 10 CUNY. In o rgani z ing these events
and m a n y o the rs, B CC stude nts ha ve gaine d valua bl e
c iv ic s kill s, built the ir resumes, a nd improved o ur c ommunity.
M o re tha n ever, youth in this country are be ing calle d
upon to tak e ac ti o n fo r a m o re su sta in able f uture.

Studen ts involved w ith NYPIRG have been taking suc h
actio n fo r over three d ecad es; fi g hting fo r soc ia l justi ce,

(Left to right) : Jamie Munro (BCC / NYPIRG Project Coordinator). Randy Martinez (BCC), Oronde
Tennant (CitY College). Adam Torres (BCC). Professor Nichole McDaniel (BCC). Melissa Lynch (City
College). Sascha Egethof(BCC). Nick Kannelopoulous (City College). and Jessica Scholl (NYPtRG).
ing will al so heat up. And, of course, stude nts involved
with NYPIRG will take action o n o ur hung er and h o m e less, c lean a ir a nd e ne rg y, con sumer ac ti o n and mass
tra ns it (Strapha ngers) c ampaig ns_ As a lways, we invite
everyone to partic ipate in these o n going e ffo rts .
College s tu dents h ave tra ditio n a ll y m a d e enonno us
impacts o n social m ovem e nts like the C iv il Ri g hts
m o ve m e nt of the I 960 s a nd the a nti -ap artheid campa ig ns
of the 1980s. Thro ug h NYPIRG, you can continue thi s
legac y a nd affec t c h a nge in jus t abo ut a n y area o f inte rest, while gaining valua ble ex pe rie n ce. Some of the m arketa ble skill s you learn a nd refine are p ubli c s pe akin g.
lead e rs hip, cam paig n o rgani z ing, event pla nning, w riting, a n d m edi a re la tio ns .
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CALLING ALL STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A CLUB BECAUSE IT ENHANCES THE
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE WITH:
./ OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE
MANY ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS & MAJORS
./ PROFESSIONAL & SOCIAL
NETWORKING
./ NUMEROUS LEADERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
./ SCHOOL SPIRIT

,/ COMMUNITY SERVICE
./ TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
,/ CROSS-CULTU RAL
APPRECIATION
./ OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP
OTHERS
,/ DOCUMENTED EXPERIENCE
,/ MEMORIES & FRIENDSHIP
,/ AND MUCH MORE!

Alpha Beta Gamma - An International Honor Society of Business' for students at 2 year technical
community or vocational colleges.
A.N.S. W.E.R. Club - Act Now to Stop War and End Racism will provide educational events against war
and racism and other forms of discrimination in keeping with the mission of the national coalition and
consistent with BCC's mission encouraging community involvement.
Business Club - To provide a network and information forum across the business and in'f ormation system
cW'riculwn.
The Communicator - To publish the Bronx Community College student newspaper to inform, update,
educate, enlighten and inspire the College and local community.

Dance WorkshOp - To learn and perform various dances for the College and surrounding community.

A.N.S.W.E.R.
ANIME/MANGA CLUB
-

ALPHA BETA GAMMA
BUSINESS CLUB
CHRISTIAN CLUB
CARIBBEAN CLUB
THE COMMUNICATOR
(College Newspaper)
CLUB I.M.P.A.C.T.

History Club -The purpose of the history club is to encourage historical inquiry and discussion.
Human Services Club - To serve as a forum for students interested in the field of Human Services.

DANCE WORKSHOP
HUMAN SERVICES CLUB

Media Technology & Film Society
Uses its own equipment to videotape college-wide activities,
coordinate studio production workshops, field trips and invites guest speakers to discuss careers in media.
In addition, we study cinematic techniques, conduct professional workshops/lectures, hold video and film
festivals on and off campus and to enter films and videos into festivals .

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CLUB

Medical Laboratorv Technology Club - To form broadened curricular enhancement through peer
interactions, meet practicing members in the field, visit area laboratories and to socially interact with
faculty and peers for furthering our knowledge of the profession.

MEDIA TECHNOLOGY & FILM SOCIETY

Muslim Student Association - To provide information and education about the Islamic culture to nonMuslim students and people of other cultures for developing understandil}g between Muslims and ·nonMuslims.
Nursing Club - To help provide guidance and support to students interested in the Nursing curriculum.
Peace Club - To increase peace consciousness in its members, its members' families and among the
studcnt body.
Phi Theta Kappa - Phi TIleta Kappa's mission is two-fold: I) recognize and encourage the academic
achievement of two-year college students and (2) provide opportunities for individual growth and
development through participation in honors, leadership, service and fellowship programming.
Society of Plastics Engineers (S.P.E.) - The primary mission of the Society of Plastic Engineers BCC
student chapter is to enhance the study of the plastic industry by increasing awareness among students,
faculty and staff of the diverse ways in which the study of plastic is helping improve our lives.
Spanish Club - To promote the Spanish culture, arts, language and education.
Speech. Drama & Debate Team - The purpose of this organization ' is to provide BeC students ,vith a
platform outside of the classroom in which to practice, perform, and gain proficiency in oral
communication .
Theatre Workshop - To perform and assess theatrical performances and encourage theatrical
involvement of the BCC campus community.

ITALIAN CLUB
LITERARY ARTS CLUB

MEDICAL LAB. TECHNOLOGY CLUB
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION
NURSING CLUB
PARALEGAL SOCIETY
PEACE CLUB
PHI THETA KAPPA
SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS
SOCIOLOGY CONFERENCE CLUB
SPANISH CLUB
SPEECH, DRAMA, & DEBATE TEAM
STUDENT WORLD ASSEMBLY
TAU ALPHA PI
THEATER WORKSHOP
TOP MODELS CLUB
TRUTH CLUB
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Campus Nevus

"Welcome," Says
President Carolyn G.
Williams
One of the pleasures I have every year is to
welcome our new students and congratulate you on
your choice of Bronx Community College to pursue
your college education. I am s ure you made this decis io n w ith carefu l thought, and the reaso n you chose to
come to BCC is because you hope to fu lfi ll the fi rst
~teps towards s uccess on th is campus. Be assured that
we are committed to helping make your dreams come
true .

. A t Bron x Commun ity College, you wi ll find
truly de d icated and professional fac ulty, counselors and
support staff here to he lp you. I encourage you to get
to know them and to avai l yourse lves of their expertise. They are a ll experts in their area and committed to
your success. Each semester, we renew o ur commHment to providing coordinated and centralized academic and student support services so that you r journey
through this campus is smooth and successful.
I am also p leased to welcome back our continuing students . You have made the c hoice to return and to conti nue your educational pursu its. We are sure that the
ski lls, knowledge and training you acq uire in the class-

room wi ll g ive you the support and he lp you need to
m ove to the next level, w he ther it be higher education or
Ii productive career.
The beginni ng of each semester a llows us an
opportuni ty to reflect b ack o n o ur li ves, to examine what
is im portant, where we have been and w here we wish to
go. It is a time to c hange direction or recommit to the
path we have chosen for ou rselves. T he fac ul ty and staff
are continuo usly

engag~

in assessm ent and evaluation

of programs a nd curricula so that yo u may be served better. We continue to make many improvements in the

classrooms, including provid ing technology in the classrooms and in pub lic areas for your benefit. We a lso continue to work towards p roviding better fac ilities for you .
We are committed to providing you with the best possib le education and support services available to help yo u
reach your goals a nd fu lfi ll your potential. Our facul ty
and staff are ded icated to creating a campus com m un ity
that is tolerant of d ifferences and respectful of each person's personal c hallenges. I encourage a ll of you to take
advantage of the educational opportun ities, services and
activities avai lable.
We are here together. Our work is to ensure
your success. As I reiterate each semester and especially, at Commencement - " We measure our success with
your success."
r look forward to the days ahead when , as I
walk around the campus, r will have an opportunity to
greet you personally.

BCCls Center for Sustainable Energy
(CSE) Hosts Second Solar Summit:
City to Tap More So.lar Power
The. 2008 New York City Solar Summit
• sponsored by Bronx Community College's Center
for Sustainable Energy (CSE) of The City University
of New York brought together pioneers and leaders
who are seeking to shift tei using more solar energy
to reduce dependence on costly polluting fossil
fuels.
More than 300 scientists, architects, engineers, contractors, installers, consultants, policy
advisors, government staff people, environmental
and energy representatives, journalists, business
leaders, and engineering students crowded into the
National Museum of the American Indian on June
17 to focus on the most up-to-date vision for solar
energy.
What they learned from experts was that of
all clean energy resources - wind, tidal waves, and
biomass - solar energy is the most abundant. The
issue is capturing solar economically.
Speakers concurred that costs for converting solar energy from photovoltaic panels are coming down ever closer to making solar a more and
more viable alternative to oil and gas in New York
City.
Congressman Maurice Hinchey delivered
the keynote address, saying , ''With gas prices over
$4 per gallon , the United States is at an energy tip-'
ping point and it is incumbent upon this generation
to exhibit leadership necessary to tip the scale in
the favor of solar energy. We need to create a solar
energy-based industrial revolution that will dramatically improve the way we live."
Other speakers included New York Times

environmental columnist Andrew Revkin and New
York Times columnist Jim Dwyer. In a br eakout
session , Dwyer shared information on how his
Upper Harlem co-op cut energy costs by installing
photovoltaic panels on his building's roof to capture
solar power.
Edward Skyler, New York City Deputy
Mayor for Operations, welcoming Solar Summit partiCipants said , "New York City is committed to
advancing solar energy. We will be placing solar
installations on city-owned buildings to more than
double the total a mount of currently available solar
energy in the c ity."
Immediately following the summit, Skyler's
office put out a press release announcing that on
the day of the summit ''two important pieces of
State legislation were passed - a solar property tax
abatement and legislation to allow all buildings that
generate electricity with solar panels to sell their
excess energy back to the grid. At a time when oil
prices continue to rise, these measures will help
make solar not only a cleaner but also a more
affordable energy option ."
.
Tria Case, Solar Summit moderator and
CSE Executive Director, reminded the audience of
the promise of solar power. She said: "Just five
years ago the price of a barrel of oil averaged $30.
Today it's over $130 a barrel. The good news here
is that in the last 48 hours enough sunlight fell on
New York City to power not just the city of New
York, but the State of New York, for an entire year.
And that's just two days worth of sun. The Center
for Sustainable Energy, located on the Bronx

Community College campus, is leading the effort to
install solar in New York City and is training the
green collar workforce that can help us achieve
energy independence."
Continuing , Case added: "I am proud that
the City University 01 New York, through Bronx
Community College's Center for Sustainable
Energy (CSE), the 'Action Arm' of NYC Solar
America Initiative, partnered with the Mayor's Office
and the New York C ity Economic Development
Corporation to playa key role in New York City
becoming one of the first Solar America Cities
under the United States Department of Energy's
Solar America Initiative. Today, across America 25
key cities, supported by their utilities, we have
brought together their brightest minds to overcome
barriers and c reate solutions, draw up solar plans
and implement them in their city. We are collaborating and sharing best practices with them . We don't
need to always re-invent the wheel and today you
will hear examples of successful efforts being
implemented around the world that we can learn
from . In addition, you will hear about some of our
successes - including NYC case studies and policy
initiatives."
Continued on page 11
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Center for Sustainable Energy Readies the
Workforce for Solar Expansions: Governor Signs
New Incentives for Solar Power
Governor David Paterson s ign ed seve ral
new bills proposed by PlaNYC th at are designed to
spur the NYC sola r market. The Center for
Sustainable Energy (CSE) worked w ith th e NYC
Mayor's offi ce to identi fy policies that would open
up the New York City so lar market and helped the
city ac hi eve the Department of Energy's 'Solar City'
statu s as part of the So lar America Initiative.
The NYC Solar Tax Abatement bill
approved City tax credi ts for installing so lar panels
on homes and businesses and th e expanded net
metering bill allows those who generate renewable
power - both residentia l and commerc ia l up to 2MW
- to se ll w h at is unused back to th e system, an
important in centive known as net metering.
David Buckner, CEO of Solar Energy
Systems, says ; "The NYC property tax abatement
makes a real dent in the payback tim e for so lar PV
installations. It's going to be tremendously helpful
in bettering the economics for so lar projects." CSE
is a lso doubling up on their photovoltaic training
courses to make sure there is a trained workforce
ready for the expected in crease in so lar projects.
CSE first developed photovoltaic installation
training courses in 2004 and h e ld them at BCC.
Th ey soon expanded to N ew York City Tec h due to
a n eve r-inc reasi ng demand for tra ined solar panel
in stallers and plans a re in place to hold th e cou rses
on three m o re CUNY campuses. The training
cou rses, which recently ac hi eved Ins titute for
S us tainable Power Quality (ISPQ) accreditation,
w ere developed with a grant from the New York
State Energy Resea rch and Development Authority
(NY SERDA) and a re taught by North America
Board of Certified Ene rgy Practitioners (NABCEP-

Continued from page 10

Ron Spalter, Deputy Chief Operating Officer at
CUNY a nd Co-Chair CUNY Sustainability Project ,
said, "th e Uni ve rsity is committed to a decade of
science during w hi c h we will spe nd billions of dol la rs e nh a ncing our research capab iliti es."
Continuing, he sha red, "C UNY 's best
thinkers in the a rea of so lar energy and sto rage sc ie nce a re now active ly co ll aborating with th e ir fellow
scientists from Cornell Univers ity, R ensse laer
Polytechnic In sti tute, Clarkson University,
Binghamton University and Th e State University o f
N ew York a t New Pa ltz through th e collaborative
Solar Energy Consortium (TSEC), which Hinchey
initiated."
Presid e nt Carolyn Williams told the audience that BCC, headquarters for CSE, has partnered with them to launch a number of new energy
a lterna tive initiatives including :
The first New York City hands-on photovoltaic lab on the BCC campus with photovoltaic
courses now available at multiple CUNY campuses.
An Energy Services and Technology
Program that offers an Associate in Applied
Science degree in Energy Services and
Technology.
A Hybrid Ve hicle Training Program partnered with BCC' s Auto motive Program that will b e
ava ila ble in the fall of 2008.
CSE and the City University Economic
D eve lopment Corporation will develop a sustainable
business and tec hnology incubator as p a rt of the
Bronx Community College campus.
Th e summit prese nted working sessions

certified) PV Installers who work in the field .
CSE also opened up NYC 's first full PV
training lab in April on the BCC campus , giving s tudents valuable hands-on expe rien ce. Each PV
c lass is preceded by a two session Math/ El ectri c ity
Basics class for students who need to brush up on
e lectricity concepts. CSE has also expanded their
geothermal courses, listed below. Fa ll offerings a re
filling up quickly with limite d space avai labl e.
Now open:

Stand Alone Micro Solar Systems
Bronx Community College, September 20 ,
2008
In structor: Co lin Mitchell is East Coast Regional
Manager of Suntech America , the largest manufacturer of so la r modules in th e world. H e is a
Leadership in En ergy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Accredited Professional and has a degree
in Photovoltaic System Design and In s tallati on from
San Juan College, NM .

How to Sell Solar Systems in New York and
New Jersey: Making the Financial Case to
Your Customers (three hours)

Bronx Community College, October 24,

2008
In st ructor : Rob Ashmore is the Pres ident and
Owner of AeonSolar, a New York- a nd New Jerseybased so lar sa les a nd in sta llati on company and has
been project manager on hundreds o f solar projects.

Geothermal: Tapping into the Earth's
Energy Geothermal Design Principles (three
sessions/three hours each - (September 26,
October 31, November 14)
Bronx Community College, September 26 ,
October 31 , November 14
In structor: David Ortiz, PE, works with the Energy
Group of DMJM Harris as project manager. He has
over 20 years experience in project eng in eering
and construction management in va rious power,
commercial and industrial industries. David has
helped bring sustainabi lity principals into the mainstream of the design process.
For more information or to register, please call the
Center for S usta in able Energy at (718) 289-5332 or
visit www.csebcc.org.

For solar professionals only. Thi s seminar will cover
the basics of understanding the typical costs and
incentives of solar PV projects; everything from
evaluating the size of the system needed and ca lculating the potential energy savings to determining
financial options and rebates. The class will also
build a financial model spread sheet.

that covered topics such as the New York so lar
market and codes to install solar; cutting-edge solar
research ; solar installation case studies from
Germany, Spain and China; and so lar economics
and incenti ves ; and more.

* * *
The Center for Sustainable En ergy (CSE)
was established in 2003 at The City University of
New York's Bronx Community College (BCC) campus . The mi ss ion of the Center for Sustainable
Energy at Bronx Community College is to promote
the use of renewable a nd efficient energy technologies in urban communities through education, training , workforce development, research , and project
facilitation. The Center supports clean energy development and energy conservation as the means to
protect the environment, enhance public health ,
and pos ition New York City to capture emerging
economic development opportunities in the energy
sector. The Center for Sustainable Energy is funded
with a Congressional appropriation sponsored by
Representative Jose Serrano, and administered
through the U.S. Department of Energy.
The Center wishes to acknowledge
Congressman Jose E. Serrano for his commitment
to the Center's vision and its impact on the health
a nd economic needs of the Bronx and th e greater
metropolitan area. The Center also recognizes th e
sponsors of the Solar Summit whose s upport has
made thi s eve nt possible.
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Hollyvvood .Comes .to th~ Bronx to Celebrate
'The First Made 'In The Bronx 'Fi'l m Festival
By Mary Borrello
Last May Bronx Community College celebrated its 50th anniversary with The First Made In
The Bronx Film Festival. The festival featured films
that were shot on location in the Bronx, Selected for
the festival were: Marty, A Bronx Tale, The
Wanderers, Wild Style, and I Uke it Uke That, spanning from the 1950's until present day and telling
unique stories' of individuals living in the Bronx,
It is particularly fitting that the films chosen
to be screened in honor of Bronx Comr;nunity
College's 50th Anniversary focused on the Bronx
community. "The festival focused on the community,
and celebrated its diversity, uniqueness, and richness," said Prof. Jeffrey WisotskY, Festival Dir~or
and director of
the Media
Technology
Program. 'We
are proud that
, BCC actually
offers a program for bud~
ding videographers and filmmakers," said
Dr, Debra .
Gonsher, Chair
of the
'
Commllnication
Arts and
. Sciences
Department.
"The Bronx has

been. a mecca
for film production from the
days when
Biograph
Studio shot
silent films to .
today's major
productions.
The films chosen for this festival are very representative of the Bronx," said Bronx Borough preSirnt
Adolfo Carrion, Jr.
.
Guest speakers who were involved in he
various films met with students and~
' ests aft r
'
each screening. A question-and-an ' r s~ssio followed, led by Prof. Wisotsky. Among t ese SPI
' kers
were writer and star of The Bronx Tale , C~azz
Pa!mienteri and production designer Wyn~ Th mas;
Director of Photography of The Wanderers , Michael
Chapmen; director and ,creator of Wild Style,
Charlie Ahearn; director of I Uke It Uke That,
Darnell Martin; and film scholar Dr. Frank Tomasulo,
who discussed the classic film Marty.
Why celeb~te films that were specifically
made In the Bronx? ,What difference does it make
as a viewer where thesEl'films were located? Ar)y
specific artistic movement in history has certain
commonalities that· reflect what makes the piece of
art different and unique. The area in which the art
WliiS created is one of its greatest attributes. In film
there have been artistic movements such as the
French New Wave, the Italian Neo Realism , or the
German ExpreSSionists which emphasize the area
where the movement took place. Thl;! art form mirrors the place's unique economical and social situations as well as its cLl/tural beliefs and upbringings.
Every one of the speakers reflected on why each '
film was unique because it was made in the Bronx.
"It's a delightful film and I forgot 110w lovely
it is," said Michael Chapman, guest speaker for The
Wanderers , after the screening. The Wanderers is
a movie filmed in '1979 yet set in 1960's Bronx,
focused on an Italian gang that called themselves
The Wanderers. Mr. Chapman was the director of
photography for the film, which he preferred to be
called rather than camera operator, because 'of a

Mighty Sparrows song, which asked, "How could a
princess love,a cam'eraman?" Yet, listening to Mr.
Chapman, it was clearne was much more than just
a cameraman . It was a true honor to have Mr.
Chal?man speak; he worked during one of the
greatest times in American film history, when the
counter-culture of the seventies was given a chance
to make art and with their Cameras dominated the
mainstream. This ,American era created such classic films as Raging' Bull, The Godfather; Jaws, and
Taxi Driver, all of Which Chapman worked ,on. He
told memorable tales about the 'p eople he worked
with , such as Martin Scorsese and Robert De Niro,
and gave honest and valuable advice to film students in BCC's Media Technology Program about
their film careers. He bilked about the true joy of
.
being a
camera
operator-oops ... cameraman,
and said he
preferred it
to being a
director of
photography: "It's the
best job in
the movies-it's 'sensu'al., almost
sexual sat- .
isfaction.

about this. I'm intensely curious about being here."
Ahearn tal.ked about how Fab Five Freddie asked
him to make a movie about graffiti and hip-hop
because people beyond the Bronx didn't know what
was happening. Wild Style was the first movie to
document hip-hop, graffiti art, break dancing, and
freestyle MCing.
Darnell Martin was an ' inspirational speaker who
talked of the ups and downs of directing her autobiographical movie I Like It Like That. The film took
place in present-day Bronx and was a very realistic
portrayal of a Latino woman struggling with love
and life. Martin gave valuable advice to students
who want to make it in the film industry. Having
graduated from NYU with other very talented people, she said, "It's not enough to have talent~you
have to be tenacious." Martin was extremely tenacious working three jobs trying to support her mother while paying off her student loans. "A lot of it is
your work ,ethic," she said, asking, "Are you in it for
the glamour or because you want to tell stories?" In
a day arid age when, as Darnell 'says, it's "harder to
find money to do a film, especially if the film is
about people of COlor," Darnell definitely wanted to
tell her story, and by "not accepting no," having an'
amazing work ethic , and a determined drive she
did.
,
Chazi: Palminteri, writer and director of A
Bronx Tale , spoke with the film!s production designer, Wynn "thomas. A Bronx Tale, made in 1993,
takes place in the turbulent era of the 60's and tells
the taJe of a teenage Italian boy grOWing up in the.
BrOl1x who is caught between his upstanding father,
. who is played by Robert De Niro, and a mob boss
Operating is who takes on the kid as his own son, who is played
an extraorby Chazz Pa/minteri. After the screening Pa1rn.interi
dinary job
talked' to the audience. about how \:Ie would not sell
because' it
the script unless he could write the screenpjay and
combines
he could play Sonny. He adapted A Bronx Tale from
a orie-man play he was performing in a small theaesthetics
and athleti- , ater in L.A: At one point he was offered one million,
cism at 24
dollars but refused because they didn't want him to
frames a
play Sonny. Palminteri' talked.to the audience about
second. I
making it in the film industry: "It is 75% your social
can't express how lovely a job it is." Along the way,
skills and 25% talent"; "you can be really, really
Mr. Chapman directed several films including All the
good at what you do but if you're a pl;lin .. . nobody
Right Moves (starring Tom Cruise) and C/ari of the
wants to work with you, I don't care how good you
Cave Bear: Mr. Chapman received Oscar nominaare."
tions for his work as director of photography on the
Continued on page 13
films Raging Bull and The Fugitive • . In 2004, in
honor of his outstanding and enduring contributions
,to advancing the art of filmmaking, Michael '.
Chapman received the
American Society of
Cinematographers
Lifetime Achievement .
Award.
CharUe Ahearn,
director of 1983's clas-,
,s ic hip-hop movie Wild
. Style, spoke after the
screening of his film ,
saying, "How honored I
am to be here in what I
consider to be the birthplace of hip hop."
Ahearn was not just
speaking of the Bronx
but the area just a few
blocks from the BCe '
campus--Cedar Parl<-where in 1973 OJ Cool
Hurc began dOing outdoor hip-hop jams. He
said this area was "a
fountain or a loci of real
history" and that "people
all .around the world
know lhis loCation and'.
you should be very
proud and very curious
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Italian Language and Culture at
the Univer:-sity of Bologna
Eight 8 BCC students studied in' a pilot study-abroad program at the
University of Bologna, eager to practice what they had learned in two semesters
of Italian with Dr. Giulia Guarnieri, their faculty advisor for this trip. Maricela
Almonte, Tracey Aguero, Jasmin Espinal, Rosely Lantigua, Juel Leandry, Liza
Moreta, Carla Parreno and Lydia Santiago all traveled to Bologna, a small city
located in the northern part of the country, the perfect setting for first-time travelers. The summer language program consisted of two weeks of courses, which
included morning and afternoon sessions and cultural trips within the city.
, The summer school organized a trip to Rome that was attended by all
BCC students during their first weekend , and the students also visited Florence
and Venice as well as a trip to the countryside where they were welcomed by a
family who cooked typical regional products, such as "crescentine" and ''tigelle"
accompanied by a wide range of cold cuts a,nd cheeses. At other times they were
able to interact with Spanish, Australian , and Canadian students, starting important international friendships.
Because of their experiences, several students have voiced the desire to
become fluent in Italian and to pursue transfer to a senior college that offers it as
a minor or major, and two students expressed the intention to go back to Bologna
for an entire year. This experience also allowed students the time to explore
amQng themselves global issues including poverty, immigration, and perceptions
of Americans abroad. Lydia Santiago explains the experience, saying, "Suddenly
everything you've see and read i'n history and art books, comes to life, and you
can appreciate it all the more."

Wynn Thomas, production designer of A Bronx Tale , also worked on

Do The Right Thing, A Beautiful Mind, She's Gotta Have It, Malcolm X , and
many others. When asked by the audience what it was like to be one of the
first African American production deSigners, he said, ''The world has changed. I
think that there are opportunities out there for everyol'le no matter who you are,
and the important thing is to really truly believe in yourself and your talent and
to not allow other people to determine who or what you 're going to do or what
you're going to be."
Dr. Frank Tomasulo, who received his degree in film studies at NYU,
spoke about the movie Marty that won the 1955 Academy Award for Best
Picture. Marty, played by Ernest Borgnine, is a lonely butcher who lives in the
Bronx and doesn't believe he can find a woman to love him. He ends up meeting and tailing for a woman (Betsy Blair) who is a not very attractive school
teacher and in very much the same position as Marty. The whole movi~ was
shot in the Bronx. In fact, the exterior of Marty's house is still standing on
Belmont Avenue off Fordham Road. Several locations from the film are still
there fifty-three years later. Dr. Tomasulo talked of how "all the ~pecific refer-'
ences of locations in the Bronx would make it seem like this is another Bronx
tale ... yet one might wonder how it comes to pass that this local story about the
Bronx has such wide appeal outside the borough of the Bronx."
'
"In the future, we're looking forward to holding another festival on
campus that features films shot on the campus of Bronx Community College. A
Beautiful Mind, directed by Ron Howard; The Good Shepherd, directed by
Robert De Niro; and Burn After Reading, directed by the Coen brothers, are
just a few of the films shot on our campus. We also want to gratefully acknowledge the contribution of our partners, whose generous support has made The
First Made In The Bronx Film Festival possible; Avid Technology, Panavision,
and Barbizon Lighting. In addition, we wish to thank the Office of Academic
Affairs and the Office of Institutional Advancement, without whom this festival
would not have happened," said Prof. Wisotsky.
The Media Technology Program of the Communication Arts and
Sciences Department offers motivated students an opportunity to enjoy the
support of a small, caring environment in their quest to learn, about film 'and

television. Practical, hands-on skills with real applications in media are taught
by experienced professionals who hold 'p ositions in all fields of media production and management. Career opportunities for skilled technicians in media
technology continue to expand. Th.e Media Technology Program maintains
state-of-the-art facilities to prepare students to enter the world of media production.
For more information about BCC's Media Technology Program (Meister
Hall, room Q02), call Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky at 718-289-5572,
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SGA Is Here to· Serve You!
Raya Bayor
SGA Senator
Hey Everybody,
I am Raya , and I am a senator in the current SGA. I must admit that from the day I stepped
Into Bronx Community College, I have been boarded in an incredible and funny journey.
I had to start barely a month after I came in
New York, United States, to be precise, and I could
not speak English properly. I literally translated
French into English . The first time I went to the college, without a translator, I was there to take the
ACT test. That day was ok but, of course, it was
weird because most of the things that I did was to
follow people, guessing and (oh, my God!) agreeing
with everybody. My favorite words were "Ok" and
''Thank you ," even if I don't get anything of what was
said. Then I came back for the registration. I still
laugh when I remember that afternoon! I went to
!he room assigned for the advisors and after getting
Into many wrong lines, I finally got the right one! I
got to this lady who just took the paper that I had in
my hand. She gave me a few minutes later two
papers (I learned later that one was my registration
form , and the second one was the OSSES instructions , and she showed me the next room . I went
there and did whatever everybody was doing: I took
a place in front of a computer. "What was I supposed to do?" I did not know so I asked the person
next to me with my improvised English . The person
nicely told me that it was the list of the classes that
I will be taking and that I should go online and then
he left. Imagine me in front of a whole computer but
not knowing where to go or what to do. I had the
instructions in my hands but I did know that it was
supposed to help me until someone else told me
that. I finally got help from a man who looked at me
with a question in his face: "What are you doing in a
college?"
.
I learned something that day: I am in a
place where everybody is busy and I am not going
to be directed in every step that I will be taking . I
share it with anyone because it is true that there
are people on campus that are assigned to. help us,
and they are supposed to do their jobs. But I think
it would be awesome if each one of us decides to
do research and help themselves before asking for
help. It does nothing but help you get all the perspectives and avoid mistakes.
Another thing that most of us face is the dif- ··
ferenc9s between each one of us. New York welcomes different people from different places but we
don't r~ally care in normal life because we do not
always have to be with those people. In college, it is
different because we are going to see those people
at least two times a week and we have to interact in
a way or another. That is when the problem comes
up because, in my case, I started my class despite
my problems with the language and the very first
class that I went to was English 02.
We were only two in the class that day so
the teacher decided to make us talk a little before
she let us go. It wasn't funny that day but now it is
hilarious for me when I think about it because I tried
to hear them talk for a certain time·, and all I was
wishing for was for them to forget about me but
they did not. And I am not telling you exactly what
h~ppened but all I said sounded like gibberish. They
did not say It but I know it was. Anyway, I was lucky
I had a wonderful teacher and she understood me
a lot.
But as you can imagine it was not easy for
me, for my teachers and for my classmates whom I
think were really patients and I admire them for
that. But nol every body was soft with me. I heard
certain comments, and I witnessed couple of
actions that could easily put a person down and
make him give up whatever he came to pursue at
BCC. I did not give up but I know a lot of people go
through this. It happens every semester and it is
kind of normal. I think it would be great if we are all
aware that BCC welcomes a lot of people from dif-

ferent places and everybody went through the
same process so nobody would be on campus if he
does not deserve that chance.
What we usually forget is that the person
may not necessarily be on the same level. If you
are in a class and doing well but they can be better
than you in another one they can help you one way
or another. I believe that College is not only about .
learning but also about developing some relationships.
One of the subjects we discussed about in
our training in the SGA is ''TOLERANCE." African ,
Jamaican , Puerto Rican , Dom inican , French ,
English , white, black, yellow, red .. . it does not matter who we are, where we are from , we all are BCC,
we are here to learn and make ourselves better
persons and so I invite you to be tolerant and
make our College a beautiful place.
I wish everybody, faculty and staff, fellow
students, administration, every one who contributes
in BCC's life in one way or another an excellent, fun
and successful semester.
Feel free to visit us on the second floor of the
building where the cafeteria and the bookstore
are,even if it is just for a "hi," in RSBC, room 201 .

Rosyln Gillespie
SGA·Senator and Acting Vice President
Chairperson, Inter-Organizational
Council
I decided to run for senator as a prelude to
serving as the Inter-Organizational Council (10C)
Representative for the Business Department.
After serving as the 10C rep for the Business
Department for the Fall Semester of 2007, I found
that this position is truly the most powerful within
the club environment. You are able to understand
how clubs are formed and governed on the campus
of Bronx Community College. After being unable to
serve a second term as the 10C representative it
was brought to my attention that I could run as
.Senator; I never thought that I could win . But now
that I have, I am going to be an instrument~I part of
making change here at acc.
As your Vice President of Student
·G overnment and the Chairperson of the InterOrganizational Council I intend to put my efforts in
making communication and signage CLEAR here at
BCC. With your help and support I am sure that I
will be able to fulfill this achievement this· year.
.
Thank you for your support and I look forward to serving you this year. If you have any
questions, please free to visit or contact me at the
Roscoe Brown Student Center, room 305, or call at
.718-289-5100, extension 3023.

Monique A. Lewis
SGA, Legal Legislative Representative

my position in the Student Government Association
will be great not only for the students of BCC but
myself as well .
You see, last year I received two awards
that were the first of its kind ... The" Starting the
Legacy" Award and the "Lead Ambassador"
award. I am not telling
you to toot my own
horn but to let you
see how dedicated I
am to BCC. Being a
married mother of
five children and two
dogs (101) , I have a
busy lifestyle! There are
times when balancing my
life at BCC and my life at
home is overwhelming and
seems impossible at
times. My love for my family at home and my family
at BCC keeps me motivated on a daily basis.
I see myself as being just like every other
student on this campus and I experience the same
ups and downs any other student as well. I know
what it is like to be frustrated with the bureacracy of
BCC. I also know what it is like to work with students. that don't take the time to inform themselves.

Jerdene Allen
SGA, Senator and Treasurer
My name is Jerdene Alien and I am a senator/treasurer for the ·student government here at
Bronx Community College. The title is of little importance because I am here to serve the students at
this campus . I joined student government because I
view this as an avenue for me to reach out to students.
Bronx Community College is a fine institution and was recently referred to as, "one of the
best community colleges in the U.S .:'·but don't we
already know that. I must admit like any other campuses, BCC has its kinks. Some heating problems
here o·r there, faulty bathrooms, and a few unresponsive administrative workers, but that is any
institution for you .
.
I am one arm of a body of 15 senators,
and, like our predecessors, we dream of leaving a
legacy here at BCC, one that will be strong for
years to come, and one that our successors can
not only hold on to, but carry on to assist in the
growth of this institution . I was elected by the students to serve-the students and that I will do diligently. I will work tirelessly to make sure that the
programs we devise for the students are entertaining and stimulating. I will stand up for the rights of
students and will never shy away from voicing your
opinions. Therefore, I am looking forward to the new
academic year, and I am sure we will have lots of
fun throughout the semester.

Welcome Back, Bronx Community College!
My name is
Monique A . Lewis and
I currently serve you
as the Legal
Legislative
Representative for the
Student Government
Association . I am a
Liberal Arts in Human
Services major and
my greatest joy has
been helping people
achieve their goals in
life and overcome
what may sometimes
seem to be insurmountable obstacles.
That is why I feel that

GO GREEN BCC
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